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safety databas% the patient eqasure f aseline 

of the study ~~~~~at~~~, and the adverse 

events which include the incidr;nce a~dd~sc~~t~~uat~~~ 

due to adverse events. We wiU also discuss the vital 

sign changes t the majar safety issues seen with 

sibutramine, and ather safety ~nf~~t~~~ relat63d to 

these changes. 

The safety data presented in the 

discussfon are from the database wit a cutoff datr; of 

September 30 # 1994 for the; NDA submitted in August of 

1995. The data we have seien subsequent tcl the cutoff 

date remain consistent with the results of this 

database. All serious adverse evmts, however, are 

current l That is, if we received a repart since the 

cutoff date, it is inckuded in today"s discxmsion. 

The data from the Halter Study which 

later on in the presentation was obtafned after t 

cutoff CTate, but was included in the four birth safety 

update af the FDA. 

in abesity studies. Of these, aMost ~~~~~ received 

given to patients fn depression trials. era-rl, in 
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tfZe @DA database, there wze OV~X: 4,200 f23p2~~res to 

s~b~t~a#i~~. 

The largest group of subjects WE?3?E? 

Caucasian Bxnales between the ages of 31 and SO. Most 

ather groups of the population were well 

Appraximately 500 males, 250 Blacks, and ov;er 700 

patients over the age af 50 years were involved in 

s~b~t~a~~~@ cLirxical trials. Ten percent of patllents 

receiving sibutramine discontinued due to an adverse 

event compared to eight percent of th Jacebo 

patients. Six percent crf patients recieiving placebo 

dfscontinued due to a lack of efficacy ~~~a~@d tr=, 

four percent af patients receiving si 

A~~rQ~~~t~ly one-third of the patients in both 

placebo and sibtatramine grasp discontinued the studies 

prematurely. These differences were 

significant. 

This table presents the adverse events in 

plaiceX3a control obesity trials CzLUSe 

~~s~Q~t~~~a~i~~ rates of at 1easC a half-a-percent. 

These events include ~~~~t~~8i~~~ ~~s~~ia~ 

d~pr~s~i~n and aizziness. The dncidences of 

d~sc~~ti~ua~i~~ f'ar each of the events waB not 

statistically significant between ~ibutra~n~ and 

placeba. 
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There were three deaths in the clinical 

'SW0 were suicides in de ression studies, 

third was a patient with a history of cmxmary 

heart disease and a~g~~~~asty wha died of a ~y~~a~d~a~ 

infarction 15 days after receiving his last dose af 

sibutramine. The EKG at the last an treatment visit 

was unchanged from baseline. None of these deaths 

were attributed to sfbutramine tbkrapy. 

This slide summarizes the incidences of 

adverse events occurring with a frequency of greates 

patients. The majority of these adverse events, such 

as dry mouth, anorexia, constipation and i~~~~~aw~~~ 

drug. These events were typicaLly mild t;o moderate fn 

severity and self-limiting. The ineidencc; of adverse 

ewmts by demographic subgroups was nlot affected by 

gender or race. There was no evidence f primary 

signs * The topics that wfXX. bet discussed inc3,ude the 

the frequency of disccmtinuation and doroe reductiona 
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pressure m~nit~r~ng~ chang@s in pulse rate, and the 

~~~~d~n~e af clinical events potentially related ta 

bkmd pressure and pulse rate. 

Consistent with the s~butrami~e mcrde of 

action, there were observed increases in mean systolic 

and diastolic pressure in the range of two to three 

millimeters of mercury and three to five beats 

minute in pulse rate across the dose range studfed. 

This slide shows a meta-analysis of 

placebo subtracted mean change from baseline to the 

last on treatment measurement in blood pressure in all 

placebo cantrolled obesity studies. With s~butrami~e 

therapy, the systoZ.c blood pressure increased from .7 

miUimeters of mercury in the one mifligram dosage 

range to 4.1 miJlimeters of mercury in the 30 

rn~~~~~rarn treatment group, In si 

patients who lost five percent of 'r: initial body 

weight, the systolic bLosd pressure ra from a 

decrease of 2.9 millimeters of mercury to 2.8 

~~~imet~rs of mercury in the 30 rn~~l~~~arn dosage 

~~~U~. 

The changes seen lin diastOlfC pressure dre 

of simiXax magnitude ae theme seen as systolic fcslcxd 

pressure! ” The diastolic blood pra~sure chiunge ra@p%d 

from a decrease of .2 I-Iximimetexrs of !MSxI!Ury in the 
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Qms milligram dosage group ta a 2.5 inicreass in the 20 

milligram dosage group. In s~b~t~a~~~~ treated 

atients wha lost at least five percent of initia2, 

body weight, the diastolic blood pressure ranged from 

reductfQn of A.6 mi.Uimeters of mercury for the acre 

milligram gr;oup tco 2.6 miUimeters 0 mercury for the 

30 milligram group. 

It is impostant to point out that only 

patients who achieved weight lass wi.31 be treated with 

sibutramirre. In the group of patients wfio lost five 

percent of their body weight, the change in blood 

pressure ranged from a decrease of 1.2 for the ffve 

milligram dosage group to an increase af 2.3 far the 

20 rni~~~~~a~ dosage group. 

This slide shows the effect of si~~trarn~~@ 

in a 12 week placebo controlLed stud 

patients. IBoth placebo and sibutr roups had 

mean decreases in systolic and diastolic pressure. 

While there was m statistical df etween 

treatment groups, the decrease is nu~~~~~a~~y lc~er in 

tba placebu group. 

Thfs slfde shows an analysis a5 the data 

from the 239 addftiona1 hypertensive patients treated 

in other placah controlled obeafty studies e 

~~~rt~~s~~~ far this analysis is defined in the 
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f~~tn~t~ at the bottom of the slida. The systolic 

baled pressure in the placebo group decreased 7.6 

miI-Umeters of mercury compared to decrease af 4.5 

rn~~~~rn~te~s of mercury for the ten rni~~~~~~rn group, 

and a decrease of 4.7 for the 1.5 rn~~~~~~arn dosage 

graup. The diastolic blood pressure decreased 2.6 

m~~~imet~rs of mercury in the placzebo grou ared 

to a decrease of 1.4 in the ten milligram group, and 

an -increase of 1 1 millimeters of mercury in the Z5 

milligram dosage group. 

This slide illustrates the ercent of 

patients who had increases, decreases, or no change in 

diastalic blood pressure from baseline to the last on 

treatment visit in the placebo ~~~t~~l~~d obesity 

studies. Thirty-seven perGent af the placebo grout 

had increases in diastolic blood pressure at the end 

af the study, cuwared t:o 46 Ear the ~~~i~~d 

sibutrami~~ group. For the ten m~~~iyra~ dosage 

graup t 39 percent of the patients had a decrease in 

diastcAic bload pressure and 20 per~ant had na change. 

Over the whole dose range study, mo.r@ than half the 

sdbutx=amine treated patients ha a dmrease or: na 

change in diastolic blood pressure at the teind of the 

study. A similar pattern wzm seen far systolic blood 

pressure changes. 

NEAL R. GRQSS 
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This slide illustrates a ~ut~i~ranalysis 

dent in two pivotal trials. For this analysis, an 

~~~~ier was defined as any reading of systolic blood 

mercury or a diastolic blood pressure reading greater 

than or equal, to 90 millimetxxs of mercury at any 

visit. 

In BPI 852, the six mmth US dose ranting 

study in which $qxxtensive patients were excluded, we 

can see that in the five tilligram dosage group, there 

were 3.4 percent more outliers than in the plac&m 

group. milligram dosage group, there were 

X3.3 more outliers than in the place 

similar pattern served in the UK one year 

efficacy study. Ln the ten millig am group B there 

were 5.2 percent more outliers than in the lacebo 

group and in the 15 milligram dosage raup, there were 

3.3 percent more outliers than in the placebo. 

This slide illustrates another s~tIAer 

~alysis * Far this analysis, an outlier is defined as 

any increase af x5 tillimeters 0 mercury above 

baseline far two consecutive visits. The frewency af 

out-liars increased slightly with increasing dosage of 

sfbutramhe forr both systolic and d~ast~~~~ blood 

pressures. Thfs increase in frequency in outliers is 
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cansistenr: with the small mean change seen ixx 

~~ast~~~~ and SyStC3lic presswe. 

This slide will illustrate thatw~~nb~~~d 

ressure is assessed by individual treating 

physicians, clinically meaningfu3. intxeases in blaod 

pressure are rare. Xn the whole pZaceba controlled 

database, there are only 27 d~s~~~ti~uati~~s on -- for 

elevated blood pressure. I 852, the large 

us dose ranging study, dose reductfon OT 

discontinuation was mandated if the systolic blaod 

pressure was greater than or equal to 160 rnil~irn~t~r~ 

of mercu~y~ ur the diastolic blood pressure was 

greater than or equal to 95 millimeters sf rner~~ry at 

a single visit. 

Jn that study, 1.4 percent of the patients 

were discontinued because of these criteria, cleared 

to ,*I percent in the placebo group. The fr~~@~~y of 

dose reductions was the same in si 

pfacebo~ A~~~~~~~~ely half the doBe reductiorrs and 

d~s~~~t~~~atiQ~s werein patients taking 30 ~ill~~~a~ 

of sibutramfne, a dose whfeh is now not being 

~~~~~~~d~d* ff the 30 mUligram dosage group fs 

elitinated from the 852 anafysis, the frequency of 

discantinuatians would be .8 percent with s~~~t~a~~@ 

cmpared ts . 7 psrcent as seen with pfacebo. 
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If we now 10ak at placebo ~~~tr~l~~d 

studies fur dis~~nt~nuat~~~ of blood pressure were at 

@ dhxetim of the investigator, we see there is 

only * 5 percent discontinuations in the si 

t~~~trn~~~ $FJuP compared to two percent of 

dis~~nt~nuati~ns in the p5aceb-o treatment group. 

Overall I this indicates a iscontinuation fclr 

hypertension even when mandated by protacsl were 

infrequent with sibutramine treatmerzt. 

rt is ah.2 important tu be zf 

identify patients who have an elevation af bZ,ood 

pressure early in treatment. This slide illustrates 

the time ta the first reported occurrence in patients 

who had an increase of ten millimeters of perjury at 

two cansecutive visits fn BPX 852. Most of these 

increases in either systolic or diastolic pressure 

occurred within the first four weeks of treatment. 

Therefoxe, patients with PotentiaUy significant 

elevaticms in blood pressure caLs1 be identified early 

and discontinued from treatment if so indicated. 

mt&ulatory blood pressure ~~n~t~~i~~ was 

carriled out in twu pilot studies. In BPf 822, a 

crossover study dcme in six norm.1 

20 mif,ligrams of sibutramine over a one week treatment 

period, there was no statistically s~~~~fi~a~t 
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dMference found between syst:alic or diastolic blood 

res~ure between the sibutramin;e and placebo groups. 

PI: 855 was a small pilot study designed ta evaluate 

blood pressure in hypertensive patients. 

As EWE 855 was extensively discussed in 

the FD& medical review, I would like to advent on the 

technical problems encountered in this study. 

~nfu~ti~n that was unknuwn to the FDA medical 

reviewer is that the instrument used to easure 

a~~~atu~y blood pressure, the Takeda TM 2420, ia now 

rated unacceptable by both the ~ss~c~a~i~~ for the 

Advancement of MedicaX ~nstrum~ntatiuna~dth~ Britfsh 

Hypertension SocJety Ixca-use the adulatory 

measurements do nut correlate with s multane#us blood 

pressure measurements obtained with rn~r~~ry 

s~hy~~~~urnet~r~ Our conclusion to the study fs that 

there were no unemected effects af si~~~rarni~~ on 

blood pressure in hypertensive patients and that the 

diurnal variability was maintained. 

To su~riz~ the effect of sibutram~n@ on 

bl sure, the mean change from baseline ranged 

from two to three millimeters of mercuq across the 

dose range studied. rn patients who Jest greater than 

five percent of the wdght, the group of patiefits who 

recefved s~but~a~~e for long-tezm treatment, the 
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TO better und@rstand the ~~~e~~d heart 

rate changes, a miter study in 2~ ube~e patif; 

~~~d~~ted in which aljl subjects had a baseline 28 hour 

Halter recording. Each subject received ~e~e~~~a~~y 

at two week intervals, the s~~~t~a~~~~ in ~~~a~at~~g 

doses of five, ten, 15, 20 and 30 ~~~~~g~a~~. At the 

end of each two week period before the subject 

received the next successively higher dose, a 24 hour 

Hultm was repeated. The results of this stony show 

that there was a dose related increase in heart rate. 

The peak heart rate ocxurred appr~~~~te~y between 

four and six hours following dams of ~~~~t~a~~e 

WhichparalLelstfiepeak cun~e~t~at~~~~ uf ~~ta~~~~te~ 

1 and 2. ~~~rta~t~y* the nzsml circadian 

~~~~a~~~d. 

The fallowing table shaws the mean change 

frombaseLine in daily mean heart sate from the HoUzer 

study. The mean heart xate change from baseline in 

the five milligram grout was .4 beats per nute and 

r0ae tcl 4. beats per minute for, the 20 ~~~~g~a~ 

dQaage group * These data are ~onsfstent with the 

pulse rate dijrta seen in the clickaL trials. 

fn ~~~~~ the circadianpattern of heart 

rate was maintained, Xn additbm, no clinfcaPly 

significant changes in PR, QRS, or C intervals were 
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SWXI in this study. MCI ~ruarrhyth~~~ potential was 

id62nt ified. 

I wuuI.d nuw like tu resent data on 

clbkzal events which may be assocfated witk vital 

sign changes. The following table il.b.strates the 

incidence of cerebral, vascurar events ~~~~~di~~ 

patients in ongoing clinical trials. When we look at 

the incidence in placebo cuntrulJed studi 

that the pZacebu group had an increa e of .X1 percent 

-1 an incidence af .I$ percent ca ared 2x1 an 

incidence uf 

Tke; incidence in this tabJe is lower than ~~~~ in the 

briefing ducument as one patient u~~gi~ally listed as 

a possible cerebral vascular accident has now been 

def~~~te~ydiag~u~edas having spondylitic ~ye~u~at~y. 

Overall, the incidence of cerebral, vascular events is 

the incidence oE arxhythmia seen in p acebo controlled 
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range f rem 2 percent for thos ~~~~~if~ed as 

~r~hyth~~~ tu .4 percent for those classified as 

~~~t~~c~~a~ extrasystoles. These incidences W~XE? 

similar to those found in placebo gruup. There have 

been two reported CaSeS of ventricular 

tachycardia to date, one in d placebo patient and one 

in a sibutramine treated patient. 

In conclusion, there have been over 4~~~~ 

expasures to sibutramine in the NDA 

equivalent to uver 9,300 patient years. The vital 

sign changes and the most txmmon adverse events 

repurted were not unexpected being consistent with 

sibutraminess mode af action. Th;e mean blood pressure 

increases twa to three mf3,1imeters of mercury, and 

pulse rate increases three to five eats per: ~iRute 

across the dose range studied. The number of patients 

with clinically significant elevations in bl,ood 

pressure are small and can be identified early in 

t~eat~en~~ o ~roarr~yth~ic potential. has been 

~de~~~f~~* There% no djifference in the incidence of 

cerebzaJ1 vascular accidents ur overa-fl ~a~d~ovas~~~a~ 

events bietween sfbutraftxine and lacebo groups. 
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GMAZ BUNE : There y be one ar twu 

estions from members af the camittee. 

Dr. Flack first, then Dr. ft;raisberg. 

DR. FLACK: I'd like for you to clarify 

s~m@thing for me about the a~~~ato~y blood ~~~~~~~~ 

monitoring. There is a fall at night, ~~~k~~g at 

these graphs, with sibutramine, T~~~~~~~~t much of 

the night, at least with this ambulatory data su 

here in the graph, the pressure is higher. Is that a 

fair interpretation based an your looking at this 

graph? Because I*m having trouble reconciling that 

there23 no affect on the nocturnal, dip looking at this 

weak -- systafic blood pressure changei here. 

DR. SEATON: Well, we have data -- the 855 

study was a very early study. xt was the pflot study 

done in hypertensive psrtfents. There were ten 

patients studied. when we did the study, the reports 

that were in the literature said the ~~~~rn~~t was 

very goQd * Subsequent ta that, we found the ~~~~m~~t 

was nat very good. So, the eencfusians we can draw 

~~Q~ that is that there is a diurnal pattern, 

I think thereat another way we could aIs0 

look at the- diurx~& pattarn, rf you ~QQIC at the pulse 

rate changes which, again, also reffect a potentially 

simiZar m~cha~~smd~~r~a~ pattern@ is is maintained in 
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the Halter monitor study. 

Perhaps Dr. Sin+ WIwld be willing to 

co 052 another way of looking at this data in the 

spectral analysis which again suggests that there's no 

redsan to think why the diurnal pattern would not be 

maintained with sibutramine therapy. 

DR. FLACK: Is it also true t 

dosing for the blood pressure medications in these 

studies where hypertensive patients w rt; on medicatiu~ 

really wasn't standardized across patients? 

DR. SEATOU: In the hypertensive studies? 

DR. FLACK: Yes g where the patients were 

asked to take their medi&x within a narrow time 

range during the day for comparability. 

DR. SEATON: That f s true. There were a 

number of different medications they could be taking 

and there were nu standards. They were not supposed 

t:o change their medfcation but, again, it was nut 

standardized. 

~~~ BONE: Excuse me * Exactly what 

the ~rQb~e~ with this e~i~~e~t? 

DR. ~EATUN : The groblem with the 

e~i~ment is that when you look at ~~h~~nQmeter 

readings contparing them to the xeisldings obtained, with 

the instrument, they do not correlate, 
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C%fpr~W BONE : Well, is there a 

syst@~ti~ errur or what kind of dis~re~a~ci~s were 

obs;erv;ed? 

DR. SEATON: Well, maybe I could have Dr, 

Weber co nt on that, please? 

DR. WEBER: Mr. Chairman, just for the 

record before x comment on that question, x ShQUld 

declare that I am a current active member of the 

Cardiovascular and Renal Drugs Advisory Co 

the FDA. But I'm not here in any sense in that 

capacity but simply as an expert in h~~rt@ns~~n and 

ambulatory blood pressure monitorin 

The problem with the Take-da ~nstr~m~~t is 

that it was, according to the teats done by the 

British Wypertens%on SCx2iety, ~nc~~s~st~nt~y 

inaccurate. They had difficulty st dying it because 

the frequency of mechanical bre~kd~~ DuPont tests 

lead to the fact that most readings, in fact, cauld 

nut be obtaina& They gave it a ~~ass~f~~at~~n oE 

@De # which meant that it could not even meet rni~~rn~rn 

sta~~~~~ that wculd allow it to be compared wfth 

uther ~~i~~~nt~ 

1 must say, having sai that 8 that the 

design af the studies anB the way in which t studies 

were done created SO many problem hat even if t 
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e~i~m~ntwas good, they wuuld be almost ~~ussibl~ to 

intewret, X guess we'll discuss that a little later. 

But one answer ta Dr, Flack's cpestiuns on 

and the treatment effect was done a~~~at~~y. That, 
alone I could explain the very marked discrepancy. 

~~~~ BUNE: WeT1, excuse me, just to 

pursue this question for a minute. If I ~~d~rsta~d 

correctly, you said that the major reason for d~~~di~g 

that this equipment wasrVt usefu was that the 

instruments that were tested by the British 

~~ert~~s~~~ Society -- is that right? -- broke down 

frequently during the testing? 1s that 8xxr~ct that 

it was the major problem? 

DR. AVER: That they i entified as the 

biggest single cancexn. 

BUNE : Was there a problem with 

the e~ipment breaking dam during the study that was 

conducted with this drug? 

DR, SEATON: No, but at least five 

of the reading8 were considered abnoxxW,. n-3 other 

ta shaat urp tlo 200 an one reading and then drap back 

down tcl normal. This it3 a very large pe!rce;ntage of 
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syste~ti~ bias or just 

~as~rements? 

119 

: c>id this introduce a 

more ~~~erta~~ty in the 

DR* WE3ER : ACCXXdiX%g the 

comparison with the mercury s~~y~~~~~rnet~~ was 

inconsistent in both directions, 

1 am not a huge fan Q those sorts crf 

validation studies because the s~hy~~~~~rn~~~r itself 

in the hands af many observers is not cxactky a gcrld 

standard either. My feeling is that the pnroblem with 

the adulatory manitoring studies, you don't need to 

invoke problems with the equipment to see the ~~~b~~~ 

with the studies* I agree with what Dr, Seaton has 

said that itfs very poor gllality e~i~m~nt and 

certainly would no longer be wed, but I think there 

are other easily identified problems with the 

ambulatory smdies. 

DR. SHERWIN: And what are they because 

I"d like to get that straight? 

DR. WEBER: WeI1, I thfnk the first very 

dramwfc problem is that tbre was no basis of 

the treatment obaesv~tfons. The bas;raLines were done 

En an ~~st~t~t~~~ with patients emsentialfy at risk. 

The treatment readings were done with patients 
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adulatory. 

The secand problem is that -- 

DR. $~ERW~N~ But aren't there two 

different grou;ps? 1 mean, are you ~~~ar~~~ one graup 

to another group so that they were both, yau know, 

treated the same way even though they were different 

baseline and experimental? 

DR. WEBER: Yes t indeed that's carrect. 

If you#llallowme, Mr. C there is 

a slide with a very lung number called !WHL If that 

could be called up, that actually shows the actual 

data that we're talking about. 

Cafe BUNE : Well, letQ3 get that 

because 1: think there's a lot of interest in this 

question, Tt seems like a technical guestion, but it 

sounds like it‘s an issue about whether a lot of data 

should be included or excluded from Q 

not convinced yet abaut it. 

DR. WEBER: Okay, these acre the data fn 

the place group. You can see thart: the baseline is 

shun in bJue andthie efght week atiulatory values axe 

8hQ~ in yelllow. These are the systolic data and they 

seem moderately sitilar to each other. You cauld 

argue that during the day, the patients whm they%! 

a~~lat~~y do have a ~u~~w~at higher blend 
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At night, maybe they have a fractionally lower blood 

ressurf?, But yQu"xe guessing and reme er the n is 

Only ten here. 

DR. S~ER~~N~ PJrd this is the different 

between -- blue is hospital and yellow is outside the 

hospital? 

DR, WEBER: That's ccm2xtl yes. 

DR. ~~ERW~N~ Okay. 

DR. WE~ER: Okay, s~=r you cm see wken your 

ambulatory pressure is a little by day and maybe a 

littIe lower by night for what"s that worth. ut it"s 

all over the piace. That's systolic, 

Jf you look at the dfastolic which fs the 

next slide -- oh, oh -- 

~~~ 3UNE: Maybe we"re going the 

wrong direction. 

DR. WELDER: well, make it 5441. 

These are the diastolic data. Now, these 

are acxualJy different. What's a little scary to me 

ia if ycru look at between hours 2~0 and 4~00, there 

is a huge plunge fn bkxd pressure for reascms that I 

t’XWT$ ‘If0 CX@anGtiQn fQ3L.s YQU can see about 83 to the 

mid-~~e, a fall uf about 20 pcAnts which X suape~t my 

have been cm? or: two aberrant patients.. Remetier g 

these are people an placebu. Them at night, there is 
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a big fall in blood pressure. YOU didn’t see it that 

much at baseline. You See it more in the a~~lat~r~ 

~at~~~ts. But ff yuu just look at the a~ulatury 

patients and see the tremendous var~abi~~ty~ itts 

really just -- to work with, 

cmz BONE: What happened in the 

treated patients? 

DR. SHERWIN: Yes I 1eYs take a look at 

the treated patients. 

Cafe BUNE: Can we see the treated 

patients' results, please? 

DR. WEBER: Yes, the next slide. 

These are the sfbutramine patients. These 

are the systolic values. 33x1 caT]i see that t 

somewhat higher at eight weeks than on the baseline. 

But iYs interesting that unlike the placebo people, 

there was actually a fall in the systolic pressure in 

the sibutramina people when they were in the 

institution, That's something we did@t see with the 

placebo group, 

zf we go to the next slide, we have 

diaStQli~~ You can see, again, there is a slight 

increase fn bhxx2 pri;ssure wfth sibutratine mxqx=sd 

with its baselines But again, rmm@bar this is 

ambulatory as QppQSed tQ i~St~t~t~Q~~l~~~d* 

NEAL Ft. fi%VX3~ 
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the impaired and the non-impaired. Owmm I the 

~~~a~a~la~ility w&n yau add these twa cxrves 

t~gether~ there's an overall, deficit in the ~~~~t~~ 

impaired. The bioavailability is up by a factor of 

abaut 25 percent, Sa, in kinetic terms, the drug is 

handled very simffarly by hepatic impaised people. 

And there was a mLnor increase in the overall 

bioavailability af these ~ha~c~l~~ica~~y active 

mtaboXftes. 

cmx BONE : Were there further stud&es 

almg t=fie Lines, Dr, Kreisberg asked about+, for renal 

impairment? 

DR. CLUCK : With regard ta renal 

~~a~~~~~t~ the active metabolite of sibutramine are 

rem-oved from the body by further ~eta~~li~~. so, we 

would not anticipate that renal i afrment would have 

any effect on the teminaP:ion of the ~~~~~~~~~~~a~ 

response e However f we have a study in renal 

i~~~~~~~ ongoing and d sml2 1 again, standilard 

~~a~~~~~~~~~~ type study in moderate and severe 

rmally impaired subjects. 

Bum : Was that a satisfactory 

am8wer p ar. Krefsbarg? Yelst 

Thanks. I think Dr. Mew has t 

guestion. 
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DR. NEW: I: need some clarification oxz the 

pre@@ntatian that indicated there were 

diff@r@nces of one and two miJ,Pimeters ~~~~d~~e~~~~@. 

~~~~ you Saw the great variability t:hat was presented 

in the ambulatory -- 

aa* SEATON: Pm sorry, I cantt hear. 

cwArm BONE : Speak into the rni~~~~~~~e. 

DR. NEW: Of course, I'm sorry. 

1 needclasiffcationonthe~nemilfimeter 

to twa mfUimeter ckrangss that yoWre reporting en the 

various groups. Then wWve just seen that the 

ambulatory changes are extremely variable -- there 

being as muclz as 213 mUl.imeters of difference, So, 

what X need, I guess, is a standard errar or a 

standard deviation of tfiaae rnea~~r~me~t~ to knaw bow 

you came out to one to two rn~~l~~~t~r difference. 

DR. FEATURE The standard error in those 

~~a~ur~~~~t~ w&s similar in the placebo, grcmp and in 

the treatmmt graugs and was a range between 20 an8 14 

~ll~~eter8 of mercury. I *Ii3 surry, the standard 

d~v~at~un -- that"s nat the standard -- ~t~~d~~d 

devfatAm 

Burn: &mat to pursue this 

question of the magnitude af the change in blaad 
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term3 of patient years of exposure is 852 and this 

fsctension? 

D>Re SEATQN: Yes. 

~~A~~ BONE: e from the tabjte 

that was prepared tkrat in that study -- T"m 

partkxlarly referring to a coupLe of issues. one is, 

the issue of looking at the change in blood pressure 

across the entire dose responsa curve as ~~~~~~d to at 

the dases which were efficacious, Of the doses that 

yau were ~e~~~~~di~g~ those that were efficacious 

were the 25 and 20 milligram dose according to tfre 

five percent criterion. 

Sorry? 

DR. ~~~G~~~: No, the ~ec~~~~ded dose 

range is five to 20. 

carp Burn: I think you safd that you 

would have a starting dose of ten, rf you lao)9 at the 

doses that actuaZly achieved five percent mean 

reductfon fn blood pressure, they WENTe 15 and 20 

~~~~~~a~ c 
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guidelines in 852. If other analyses are used, then 

are used -* if ft~s five percent placebo Bubtracted, 

then it would be a higher dose. 

carp BONE : 1 understand yaur point+ 

For the purplisses of my question, it will be the doses 

at whfckr at least 50 percent of patients met the five 

percent reduction or where tEze mem was five percent. 

By bath of thase cr%teria, it would be 15 rn~l~~grams, 

I think, overall? 

We can discuss what the dose is later but 

1% just referring to the fact that .~t 15 and 20 

milligrams, the cfianges in blood pressure in that very 

large study were a 1ittJe greater than y~~~v~ 

suggasted at 15 milligrams, and subs antially greater 

at 20 milligrams. And when we Zoak at the extension 

phase which goes to this point about whether the 

changes uccur early or late, they%3 actually greater 

in the subjects that participated in the extension in 

the six to ten miZlfmeter of merrily range at the 18 

nth time point fur the systolic M.aad pressure! and 

of efficacy. Alsa, at X2 months, a sfmi~ar experience 
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actions of dxugs which are assiociated wit 

around in varfous forms fur 40 years now. e know 
that there are tricyclics which are selected far 

nordrino.lin, selected for 5-RT, or they're mixed 

uptake inhibitors+ Primary pulmonary ~~ert~~s~~~ has 

never been an issue with these drugs. 

We know that there are new generations of 

drugs such as the SSR3Js fluaxetine. As I; showed you 

in my presentation, there's nothing unusuaf about 

sibutraminers actions an body w~~~~t and feeding. 

These can be mimicked by giving fluoxetine with a 

been .EXZW SNRIS like venlaf3xin.e. In fact, 

venlafaxine. 
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tme bload pxessur@, 

Have you look&i systematically at falters 

at would promote blmd pressure eJ~vations? x would 

expect that in a situation where you have that, YOU 

would release mxepknephrine and then you couldn't get 

rid of it vexy easily. So, my biggest ~u~ce~~ about 

this drug relates to induced -- sort of 

~hysi~~~g~ca~~y induced increases in blcmd pressure 

that wcmfd OCGUF with activities X.ke Iiftimg 

packages. 

DR. SEATON : That's an ~~t~r~st~~g 

question. We have some data on ~hysi~lQgica~ testing+ 

TEd Iike Dr. Bramah Singhto address tk~fs, 

plt;ase? 

DR. SINGH: There has been one study wit 

treadmiX exercis3e, twenty-four patients with three 

groups. One was placebo, cm3 at low use, five 

mifligxam of sibutram,$.ne, and the other une 2L "3" 

patients were given the drugs for a whole weekI 

DR. SHERWIN: fclmz! week.3 

DR. SIHGH: one week and the bag~~i~~ 

preasuxes were taken and aU the other garametexw 

NQW) an intersstin~~ pattern emerged that at the 

miuciml exexcise, there was no difference in tems af 

the 0, consumption. The anfy effect that was seen was 
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at thei maxim1 @cercim3, the heart rate increase was 

abort s~fm beats higher than compared to t 

A~t~allyf the diast:olic blood pressure actually fell. 

AU thfi? other parameuzs, in fact, there were a0 

differences between the placebo responders and the 

responders of the five or 20 milligrams of 

sibutramine. And the exercise capacity was nut 

a1tered. 

~~1~ BONE : Thank you. 

DR. ~~~~ : Excuse me, This was 

treadtill, exercise? 

DR. SINGR: This was on Bruce pr0t~~01, 

the standard kind of treadmill that we do in ~at~~~~s 

with coronary - 

EIR MRRcus : so, YOU don't have 

~~f~~ti~~ regarding resistance activity of the sorl 

of Jffting or Valsalva, or other things which are wi;ll 

known to really send the systolic pressure up3 

DR. SXNGH: No, those were n;ot done. This 

bawdy was purely on treadmi3.f exarcisr;. 

DR* FLACK: Right. Was this only after 

OR@ ws&? 

DR. SINGS: After une week- 

IXL FUCK: AFS you plaming to look at 

them later -- this group or any other gzc0u-p at a htex 

IZAL lx GRQSS 
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oint fn time after they’ve been on the rug for a 

Jonger period af time? 

DR. SEATON : These are aLI studies that 

are being considered for Phase IV. 

CHID BONE : But that study fs done and 

you didn't do that, right? 

DR. SXNGH: No, in this particular study, 

that was the end of it, 

CHID BONE : Right, thanks. 

Dr. Cofley? 

DR. COLLEY : I've got a question about the 

blood pressure respans~ and age, The average age of 

your subjects was relativelyyoungfl a~t~~~~~ this drug 

would presumably be usad in older patients aspecially 

if we cansidler this to be a treatment that would be 

used chronically, 

Did you notice any difference in ages ix3 

terms of the incidence of blood pressure increase? 

DR. PLATEN : No, there is no effect of age 

on tXze Bud presszlrr; effects iaf si~~t~a~i~~. 

DR. COLLBY : Nuw about in patients wfcla 

were h~~~t~~~~v~ v~zxus ncnznal, cm in treated versus 

untreated ~~~~~~~~~v~? 

DR a SEATON : well, in the une study where 

we had patients in the ~~~~t~~~~~~ trfal, one-third 

NMC R* GROSS 
CXXIAT BEADS AND ~~~~~S 

rm FWODE ISLAND AVEN#E, N.W. 
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of those patients were on a~t~-h~~~t~~s~v~ 

rn~di~at~~~s. The changes were no ifferent b~tw~~~ 

atients who were on hypertensive rned~~at~~~~ or off 

~~@~t~~siv~ medications. We saw the similar 

1x1 general f there was red-uctions in bath gruups but 

the redzactions were not as great with si~~t~arn~~~ 

treatment as we saw in the placebo qruup They were 

nat statistically different, butnurnt~ricallytk9eywere 

higher. 

~~1~ Burn: Thank ycu. 

I think Dr. Molitch had a cpumAun3 

DR. MULITCH : Yes. I noticed in the 

earlier presentation that the p4!iO unzips were 

invoWed in the generation of the active rn~~a~~~~t~s* 

1 was wondering ff any medications that would induce 

those enzymea would result in higher blood Ieve1.s? 

And would that then aXtier the bL,aad pressure 

nxponses, perhaps, af these patients? 

DR. SEATUN: Yes f x'd like to have Rod 

~~dd~~~ address this questlion, plbasa? 

DR* IdIAiDDUCR : could z have slide 12, 

please? 
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Th@r@ was a minor contrfbution from CYPlA2 and CYP~C~. 

T%b!xe is no contribution fram CYP2D6 and a known Law 

acity in eXqn~?e ;af genetic -- which a.Isa showa 

genetic polymorphism. 

Because CYP3A4 was the majur @~Z~@ 

involved, we decided to carry out a study in viva in 

LB subjects whereby we wuuLd coadminister CyP3A4 

euqx?titar substraits e~yt~rumy~~~ or k~t~c~~a~~~~. 

The results are as indicated on the slide here. There 

was a negligible effect of eryt~~~rny~~~ on the plasma 

concentrations of the active rn~ta~~~~t~ thcnqh there 

was a trend to slightly higher 1evel.s in the 

~r~t~~~rny~~~ treated patients when ~ryt~rumyc~~ was 

added to sibutram~ne treatment at steady stat@, 

In respect to ketoconazole, which has a 

potent patential to inhibit CYEQA, there was a mfnor 

effect on the active metabafite cuncentratians. But 

this effect overall was some 23 percent increase in 

a~~~~e~~~a~~~t~ cuncentxatians whe~k~~~~~~~~u~@wa~ 

addad at nomt regimen and tu sibutramin~ regiwm 

ci7EAIM Bum: All right, thank you. 

AFT there further cpestions frglm the 

co wee befQrcs: we CJU ahead with the remz&xder of the 

company9 presentation? 

Fins * Then I think; well be red&y tu hear 

NEAL FL GROSS 
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risks and benefits of sibutramine, we used two models, 

this presentation, r 'm going to cancentrate on the 

sibutramfne treatment is associated with a smll 

in4xzease fn papulatfon mean blo;od pressuxe aad a 
1 

concomitant i~~~v~~~nt in lipids in those losing 

weight * The Framingham model allowls UB to examine the 

and lipids and changes in the risk of c~~~~~ry heart 

disease and cardiavascular disease. 

tmw 8 in the absence of large, long-term 

clinical trials that would have these endpoints a5 

prevention have been basal. So, ft"s widely used and 
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int~~itt~nt claudfcation, Nuw , the i~d@~@~d~~t 

vaxiabbs which are cantrolZed in these rn~d~~s are 

age I systolic blood pressuse for t 

disease, chu2esterol, LDW by ECG, diabetes, and so OTZ. 

In ccnxnary heart disease, there~ also the added 

variable aE FEZ clxQ.esterol which was not measured 

early-on in Framingham, 

We932 gdng to have a prototype scenario 

which we've devised far a 40 year aid WQ~~ who is a 

non-diabetic, Nan-smoker, and has no LV& Xzas a 

diastolfc bloodpressuxeof 80 m~~~irn~t~rs of rn~~c~ry~ 

a eholesteral of 220, and an XDL of 45. Those axe all 

the variables that are entered into the CHD m6 

you can 2x33, the risk af CHD in eight years per 

miIlioP1 far 833x22 a woman is 131450. with an increase 

of two rni~~~m~t~~s bload prc5ssure, the ris rises ts 

14,260. This two miXUmeter increase is based OXT tha 

sibutrtamine trial data. 

Now f with a ~cxxxxnit~t weight lass of 

five ki~~~a~ which would result in a decrease of ten 

~~~~~~a~ in cholesteral am2 an increa13ie! of two 

ll&gsam in mzl, the risk wauld drag to II, 

million l 72iese data are from the ~@~a~a~a~~~~~ of the 

effect of weight loss in tfre publication ahcmm h@re 

and are also consistent with the ~~~~~~a~~~ +daJ, 

NEAL Ft. t!NXXi$6 
(XwJm l%pQlvERS #a3 T~~l~~~ 

1_3;23- R)rQOE: IW 4wlwWE. N.W. 
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data. 50, subtracting then this fxom this, we have a 

net event diverted in eight years ~@~rn~~~~~~ of 2,468 

QX a 10.9 percent reduction in CWD rates. 

Zfm going ta walk th~~~~~ this slide 

because the riest of them follow the same pattern+ 

Mere on the left, is a graph version of what Ifve just 

shown you on the prototype slide. Again, the DBP of 

80, chcG@steral is 220, HT)L of 45. The rise in risk 

with an increase of two millimeters ~~~~d~~~ss~~~ and 

then the drop of risk with that decrease of 

cholesteral and an increase in WDL, resulting in the 

10.9 reduction in CHD shown on the previous slide, 

this is applied to the CVD model which does not have 

HXSb in it, and which uses systolic blood pressure, 

events averted fn eight years per miLLion, or 4,X 

percent reductI,on in ~ard~~vasc~~ar disease. 

This shows the same kind of data far a man 

aged 50* For him we have assumed h has a diastoJfc 

of so* The scale fa diffemmt here and theseC~ no 
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CI%J and a 4.4 percent reduction in 

Here, we have Looked at the same thing for 

e 40 year ald wuman who has no LW, but who is a 

diabetic and is a non-smoker. Again, the rise in risk 

and then the drop in risk wfth the lipid c~a~~~s 

resulting in a 9.3 reductfan in CHD. Mere it is for 

a smoker who is non-diabetic. Again, thl;re"s the rise 

and the drop with the lipid changes or a 9.9 percent 

reductian in CHID. ff it's a diabati~ smoker, the same 

kind of pattern applitss. 

Okay, this shows the trade-offs ~~tw~~~a~ 

inesease in blood pressure; and a beneficial effect an 

lipids. So, the yellow lfne here pertains to a 50 

year old, non-smoking, non-dfabetic ma51 ~2x3 has a 

chaI,estcero3c af 230 and an EUSL of 40. The percent CHD 

risk rfses with the rfsing diastofic blood pressure. 

The green curve is the sftilar kind iof thing fior the 

man with cholesterol of 220 and HE% is 42, 

The dashed line Ss the lfne of equivalmt 

lipida ill equivalent to the risk far the man wfth the 
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on the lipids af the weight reductian, t&z did the 

same thing for a woman and that amounts to ffve 

lipids. 

-3‘ in SUETLIIZZI,~, the increase in risk of 

CHD or with the increase in b2ood pressure that 

results from the sfbutramfne is mure than offset by 

the beneficial. effect af the weight loss on the Zipfds 

alone, with a net decrease ranging frum four to ten 

ercent. Similar effects were found for men and for 

wumen f for diabetics and for smokers. These data are 

based on the actual results obtained in the meta- 

analysis af fzhe sfbutramine trials and they are 

consistent with the effects of weight fuss as analyzed 

in the meta-analysis af weight loss. 

So, ft's wionderfuf when you see everything 

consistently pointing in the same direction, 'She 

Nurseg Wealth Study mods1 which you have in your 

bz2eEing document yields sitilar rlesults in that there 

is a nine percent r:eduction in mortality. So, in 

all af the Cbt=;a raaXly are quite consistent 

L have a quest=ion. T knuw yuu said this 



Galculation would approximatitly affset a f fve 

DR I SNULER : For women. 

millimeters, okay. Five miZl.imeters for wQmex2 and six 

millimetexs far men, CM&y, thank you* 

All right, very good. Thati you. 

presentation is goinc~ ta be from the perspective of a 

spacfal fntezrest ia obesity, I'm the head uf a fairly 
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experience with most af the drugs avaflable and under 

development at the moment. ZWe had same experience 

with sibutramine in the context of a double blind, 

placebo control&d trial. in dys~~~~d@m~a which has 

gone an to a two year open extension whkh is ongoing. 

At present, we"ve recruhted P5O subjects into the 

study, of whom 115 have praceeded into the aperz 

extension phase. xn this trial, it has not been 

placebo from thosrg on active drug therapy. But my 

~xp~;rfence in the alpen phase af that study is t 

and the stA5 BT@ ext=rmeLy happy with the way it is 

progressfng. 

today and from my own experience, x belfav~ that 

si~~t~a~~~ would be a vaI.uabZe adjunct as part af a 

specific benefits far parkerats with diabetes or 
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primary treatment for these conditions, 

Now, in my clinical practice, I rqularrly 

see patients with clinical 

achieved routinely using aur standard appraaches. 

ClinicaL abservations of that kind have been confirmed 

in a vast n-umber of publlisked studfss. For example, 

those in looking at the metabalic control in Type IX 

dfabetic patients. I be2ieve it is very important for 

dxxztars and for patiftnts ta be aware af the medical 

beneffts f~~rnm~dest but s~sta~~edwe~~ht loss without 

the need to convert very obe;se people fnto very thin 

ones l 

X conducted a study which was published in 

survival analysis to look at the Ilife e~~cta~~y in 

the meax age of 64 and this was- a total ~~~~~at~~~ 

study * su, it reflect8 the re;latfve fnness af 

Scottish dSa$etic patietzto cmpaxed with those, 

At that age:, they had a life 4sqmccaanicy 

withaut any weight lass af SigW years. What we found 
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WaB that thQ@e who lost wefght: under advice in the 

first year of treatmri3;nt went 0x2 to a Ianger life 

=qmxan~y and tfifs was highly signi 

had &%a ~antro~led for pre-existing heart disease, 

for age, for sex, and fur blood pre23aure. so, this 

study iUustratad fos me that quite modest weight 

IAXiW, of the kind achieved routinely, was of great 

value fur patients at high risk. 

The benefits af each kilogram af weight 

loss were equivalent, a~~ru~~~te~y~ to three to four 

~~~~h~~ surviva.L By the time these patients had lost 

nine or ten kilograms, their survival had increased ta 

much that of the Ibackground populatian. So, the 

impaired life e ectaney of non-insulin d~~~~de~t 

diabetes was ab&Iished by weight lass af the order af 

nine to ten kilograms. 

This slide shows data frum David 

~~l~~a~~~ frr=rm the Center far Disease Control 

puMAshe last year, whichgives really quite striking 

3ar benefits from relatively modest weight loss. 

~~rStly~ in people wfxo already had obesity related 

dfs@ases @ thorns who last five to nine k~~~~~a~ of 

weight loss had a reduction in all. cause mortafity OQ 

abut 20 pQrCBnt c Thusa why had no s&xndary 

diseases, the analysis was able to ffnd that for th;Qs@ 
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heart disease and from cancer risks. It is important 

to recxqnfze that the benefits in both these groups 

of our discussions today have focuse QII rfsk factors 

for coronary heart disease and that's only one part of 

the story. 

More recently, we*ve canducted studies 

usfng dietary approaches+ This ia just one where a 

dietary study produced a weight loss of ~etw@~~ four 

and five kilograms. We leaked at patients with angina 

and thase who were simple overweight and we found in 

the study a quite significant reduction in clotting 

factor VII, another factor which may be associated 

with long-term murtality. So, again, 

in additfon to the lipid ~~~uve~e~~s whfch wie also 

fourrd in the same study. It applied bath in ~ati~~~s 

wha already had angina and those wfth siqqle obesity. 

practice, really in two sorts. In the next art af 

thf8 presentation, X wauld Ifke to sugg~t that same 

af the IASk factlar J!Ulalyrso38 that we" ve been 

433ncentrating 4x2 today are a little bit remte from 

the problems that 2ny patients pxesent to 
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you"11 excuse the familiarity, I'm going to d~sc~~~e 

two patients. 

The first one hese is a ~~~t~~~~~a~ Mr, 

bn2hnstone e He's aged 6Q. He has deveLaped non- 

insulin dependent diabetes and is oxz treatment with 

sulfonylurea. )3Ws h~u~~~id~~i~~ on treatmcst with 

lovastatin. He93 hypertensive on enalapril. He also 

has arthritis and is on regular analgesics. Me has a 

body mass index af 36, Wegs ~~~rnp~~y~d. He% ~~~a~~y 

and he's expensive for the health care system. x see 

Mr. Jokuclsan as a new patient two or three times every 

week, and I think that's a familiar experience for 

many of my colleagues. 

On the next ~~~st~ne~s 

daughter, who we"11 call Ms. ~~~8tune is aged 35. 

Her body mass index has reached 30 and she"s ccmin . 
complaining of tit'edness, of back pain, of sh~~t~~ss 

of breath. But we note, the worrying family has a 

history of diabetes, hypertensfon and cxxonary heart 

disease- 

MQW, when I sele a patient like the first 

one, Mr* ilkzelnrrtone, who fs already an life-lang 

therapies for three or four direct conss~ences af 

abesity, I wish I cozrld have done su~et~i~~ 

ccxwtrrrctive at a much earliar stage. TherWs, af 

NWL R, fIl3ROSS 
CUQRT REPORTERS AND ~~~S~~~~E~S 
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course I a lot that I Can do for him and f: have a 

medical responsibility to do it. But z feel that 

e;-arliertreatment withan effective agent f~~~at~~~ts 

required treatment for secondary co lications woul.d 

be mare sewarding, or wotrld ~~ti~t~ly be more cost 

effective. 

The next sbide 8hOWS the sort of 

trajectories af weight change which we sz?e in adults 

as they grow older. In some ways, it is similar to 

the slide which was shawn earlier y Dr. Pi -~unyer 

which was ~~~e~t~d on by Dr. Marcus. The ~at~~~ts 

I've described are EolZawing the trajectory of the t:op 

10 percent. We find that in the UK at least, a~~~~d 

20 percent of QUT 20 year olds already have a body 

mdss index which is exceeding 25. That is destined to 

foflaw this high trajectory and t ey'll run iat0 

s~t~ms before they run into the more medicaL if yau 

like, cxmplicationa. 

Our aim of therapy should be to reduce the 

Xevel of trajectory to a l.awer axe. We remember that 

lr;ss than &Of of all adults remain within the range 

af body mass fnd~~ which is cormidered healthy or 

narmaf c X would like to think that if we could treat 

Ms. Johnstone when she is at approximately t 
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we could reduce her body m+z%ss index to that of a 1ower 

paint. Whether we can continue it steadily or not 

ICm m3t sure. I think instinctively that it is likely 

that we would reduce the body mass index, and we would 

see it then climb up alang a lower trajsctary as she 

grows older. 

Xrd like to pause for a moment ta look in 

a bit more detail at these symptoms which, again, ta 

some extent, are neglected except by clinicians who 

see obese patients regularly. The list is very long. 

They're very famf1iar and often attributed to other 

diseases rather than being reetognizEtd as direct 

consequences ol obesity itself. TheyYe e.xpansive and 

cause a Tat of ~~ha~~~~~ss in OUT atients wha are 

already discriminated and dangt Zike to lain 

directly about their Stearns and relate t~~rnt~ their 

weight. 

~~th~~t prafessfonal help, the tr~~t~~~t 

for overweight and obesity are limited in success8 and 

we heard s~meth~~~ ahrout that earlier, Mr. ~~~8t~~@ 

or his daughter have only about a ten percent 

likelihood of maintaining a teen percent wefg 

and they"re r&erred to me after thcygve failed- My 

approach to these patients would always be to paovide 

the very best dietary and behavioraX care X can offer, 
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including physical activity. 

Most of my patients can, in actf Jose 

percent af their weight under this sort af 

regimen b-ut the dffficuXty is in preventing relgafn in 

the long-term and maintaining that weight J-ass. 

combat that, I woi~ld, X believe, be ready to add a 

therapeutic trial of a drug such as sib~tram~~~* 

very low cakxie diets an the basis t at weight regain 

is usual. and t&z Jong-term results are general,ly paor, 

But X have been i ressed by the data weV~ seezz tuday 

which suggests that it may be passible to intain 

vite rapid weight Loss1 which is attract%ve t:o 

patients, by the use af drug therapy. 

I am very attaacted by being able to 

identify non-responders to drug therapy-as an earLy 

stage. I think that's extremely i~~~ta~t partly 

the point of view af efficacy and partly from the 

point of view of avoiding unwanted side effects, 

particularly from the paint of view Q blood pressur@, 

afb mure apparent in thuse who do nat lose a lot of 

weight. X was always taught at mNIica1 school that 

whenever X start a drug therapy of any kind ta any 

patient, this should be reQarded as a therapeutic 

triaf, shaufd be evaluated at follow-up, a@ there are 



would not he given ta non-responders indefinitely. 

Naw * some of the principles af weight 

~nage~e~t T f ve mentioned are relatively new. Jn 

teaching medica students and doctors, X stress the 

need to address QUP own attitudes tmwards 0 

not wait for an SXI result which might be a body ma~is 

index uvex 30. We need to start ~~age~ent at an 

earlier stage, not necessarily with rug therapy. We 

is overweight, befare we treat ~~~~~~ati~~s for 

waiting for them and there axe lots af them. We need 

to recognfze the medical benefits of five to ten 

percent af weight 10~63.. I wuu3,d add to this slide, 

the need to fa~us on preventican, including hoth 

primary prevention and the secondary prevention af 

regain and the maintenance af w&.ght lass. 

benefit risk ratio fs clearliy of benefit and positive 

for sibutqmine fn praper clinfcal u8e. The potential 
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side effects are mild and they should be easily 

managed. 1 recognize tfrhat tkxey are ~utwe~g~~d by the 

achieved weight 10s~ and the cuncamitant ~~r~v~~~~t 

in risk factors such as lipids. There are other 

benefits which havewt been measur~3d, 

Obesity is a serkaus disease witfrr seriaus 

conse~ences. I am happy to have available another 

anti-obesity drug far my patients. z will, of course, 

observe all the usual. cautions a~d~~~~t~r~~g ~e~~~~d 

for any new medicatfon as a part of routine good 

medical practice, f recognize the need to keep an eye 

un the blood pressur6, as I would w&h any sther drug, 

and that t=he fall in blaod pressure expected with 

weight Lass -- which I see routinely in weight loss rj,n 

other settings -- in blunted in palients on 

sibutramine. But Z accept that the net benefit of 

lusing weight outw~~ghs the hazards af a fairly small 

efevati,on in blood presszlre. I%I also g]reatXy 

reassured by the clinical safety data that there is no 

incslease in ~tmkes, cerebrovascular accidents on the 

s~b~t~a~~~~ treated patients, 

x311 persuna&ly nat very 9mrried abmt the 

small increase in heart rate. ftfs not as great as 

that which we see when treating patients with ather 

drugs includfng such things as salbsutfmcll w 

NEAL lx GRUSS 
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rautinely, 1 WC&~ never prescribe; sib~tra~~~~ 

without ~~~~~e~d~~g dietary change and hysical 

activity which. would help to lower the sre;sting heart 

rate and blood pressure. 

There remains some interesting ~~st~~~s 

abaut sib-utramimz which wiTI be addressed in Phase IV 

post-marketing trials, 

over an outLined description of those trials. Thank 

you very mxh. 

from the Cumittee at this point? 

Go ahead, Dr, Spigefman, 

research with sibutramine. 

Some months ago, we began to consi 

were the must relevant issues that we felt could be 

best addressed in the Phase ~V~~st~~~k~ti~g setting, 

The two issues that really became most ~ru~~~~t in 

our thinking 031 this topic wbre expanding the safety 

database and specifically, in t regard, to 

beginning to h3ak at non-surrogate and lunger term 

endpoints and also beginning to measure what f?LI caLl 
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the real world effectiveness of the crompound. 

Uzhaugh the crit3eria for a~~~~~a~i~~ty are based l~sn 

parameters like lipids and blood pressur1E?, T think the 

effects an other non-surrogate aranetera lfke 

mortality or like morbidity such as ~y~~a~d~~l 

infancction or struke, are cl.early thie unes that boy 

of us are very interested in. 

Similarly, it:"s well knuwn that the 

artificial context -- somewhat artificial c~nt@~t 

really of a &xxbZe blind placebo controlled clinical 

trial is exceUent for answering certain scientific 

questions but really doesn't always predict exactly 

what wil2. happen when a drug is placed In the real 

world setting of clinical practicte. 

In trying to appruach these issues, we 

really, initially began by looking at thnze study 

designs that WB considered scientifically valid and 

potentially feasible. Either followfng a cohort of 

patients on sib~t~a~i~e~ doing a classical CaSie 

control swdy, or doing a large si lified clinfcall, 

trial, Without going iota detai;l, we concJ-uded that 

the large simplifisd cLinica trial, a~th~~~~ it 

clearly is the most BffEiczlIt and tha most expensive, 

would also be the mast likely to yield the mast 
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of the hallmarks uf large simplified clinical trials. 

They're usually randomized- By definition they232 

large. They are of relatively lung 

innovative data ccdlection because of, really, t&z 

sheer size of the trials. They're usually intended to 

measure either small important effects or lQ~g-tabs 

nun-susrogate endpoints. They focus on a few critical 

variables rathc;r than the massive data cxXLlection 

that's usually done for each patient in the Phase XIX 

clinfcal trial setting. ExampIes of large simplified 

clinical trials include the XSXS beta bLxker trial, 

the ~e~fu~~~ acidasis study, and the p 

health study af aspirin far Mf prevention. 

Before going further, I juspwant t:o take 

a minute to thank the FDA, and specificaLly Dr. 

Stadel, who raaIly providedvery corzstxuctLve critique 

on our initial proposal. 

As you've aware, in that regard, there 

really are very diffLcult dt;cisions that have tu be 

mde in the design c>f any cf~nieal trial, Today, what 

Pd like to pres,ent is simply our icurrent thinking on 

some of the more crucfaZ issues that s%mmmd the 

proposed Phase Z"rJ txial, 
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The fikst issue is that lof the CO 

arm, we believe that the must ~~st~~~t~v~~ as well as 

prubably the most feasible design to da a ra~d~~~~~d 

trial that waztld compare sibutramine with what wouJd 

be the only other product approved fur the ~~~g-t~~ 

treatment of obesity, that is de~fe~f~~~a~~~~* The 

proposed duratiion of the study Ls two years. There 

wcmld be a relativefy simple schema for visit 

schedules and EuZlaw-up which I will describe in mire 

detail in the next slide. This would be an open PabeZ 

trial. Projected accrual at this tfme is ~~~~~~ 

patients, 5,000 patients per arm. ~RdF~iRts would be 

al1 cause murtality, all cause ~~S~ital~zat~Q~ as a 

measuxe of morbidity, ClfB mortality, 

~~s~ita~i~at~u~' and we wcmld measure weight loss, 

He have done power calculations and with this design 

would be able to detect diffeeeenees between the arms 

of 19 CVXI deaths or 57 hospitafizations. 

After randomfzation and initfatiun of 

therapy, projected follaw-upwauldconsis~ of protocol 

mandated week fo-ust eight, 24, 48, 72 and 96 

recardkkcp, ri;llCgXHSUre status j weight, histcsry of 

h~s~~~al~~a~i~~s~ and death. Every six weeks, there 

would also be telqphme follow-up that would include 

e.qos-ure status, weights and h~s~~talizat~~~. Fur any 

NEAL 43, GROSS 
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To give you an idea of tfie mgnitude of 

the effort that such a study would entail, the 

of approximately 800 to I.,000 ospitalizations. 

issues regarding study design that are really j~~~e~t 

calls and can be subjected to a great deal of 

fully consider all the ramfffcatims of the variaus 
* 

possibilities. I just want to emphasize, this is a 

wurk in pragress at this time. 

At this paint, 1 would now Iike to 

#&iwmacoXogical approach ta the treatment of obesity. 

The first seratonin, norepinephrfne reuptake inhibftdr 

that has been, ta my knowledge, proposed for the 

treatment of obesity. 
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It produces clinically ~~a~~~g~~~ weight 

kms and weight loss maintenancet, both af which meet 

the guidelines for weight loss. The data shows 

consistent reduction in waist and hip circumference, 

which is confirmed by the DE3C.A data that is present in 

your briefing dacuments that we have not actively 

presented today. The expected benefits from weight 

loss are seen in the lipid profiles and in glycemia: 

control and additional benefits of decreased uric 

acid. 

The adverse event profile is ~redi~tab~~ 

based upon the pharmacology of sibutramline. The 

adverse events that have been seen are miId t 

moderate in severity and they are self-limited. 

Modest increases in mean blood pressure and pulse x-ate 

which, even though they Wy be clinically i ortant # 

are easily measurable and easily masured. 

The epidemiologic evaluations that have 

been ~erf~~ed~~~di~tu~if~~lythatth~ be~efit~~isk 

will remain favorable, not only over the short period 

of time of one year that thfs drug has been studied in 

controlled clinfeal trials, but over longer periods. 

The benefit/risk furthermore though can be ~rkedly 

enhanced through judicious clinical use which has not 

been factored into any of the epidemiologic models. 
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The proposed Phase IV Large Clinical trial will 

further expand mr knowledge base and ds> it very 

~~~~rta~t~y in an actual practice setting. 

In concl.usion, ht of a Clear 

positive benefit/risk ratio, we would coxlclude t 

utramine is safe and ef fectfve for the treatment of 

obesity. Thank you very much. 

CI3AIW BONE: All right, thank you. 

Am there specific questions related to 

the last presentation? 

Then what we"11 da, abvi~~~sly, is reak 

for a shortened lunch break and return for t 

presentations after. I dun"t think we"re going t 

thmugh those. 

Is that right? ThatQ what I th~~~~t. 

Right. Dr. Kreisberg has a question. 

DR, KREISBERG: I think John was first. 

CWAIRMAN BONE: Oh, Dr. Flack does. 

DR- FLACK: Could you tell me whit 

endpoint yuu based your sample size on far power 

consideratians? A&m, evm, though this is a Phase IV, 

is there any consideration at all given to a d 

pill group in the sense that this trial wil3. never let 

you know if the treatment is actually better ~~a~ 

doing nothing? It will simply give you the relative 

EAL R. GROSS 
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difference in benefit on aJ3, the endpoints between two 

treatments, but both couXd be wise than doing 

nothing, or coUd be better, cz could be the same. 

DR. ~~I~E~~: Yes. No, these are 

excellent questions and those are questions that we've 

struggled through, you know, over the past period of 

time. The simple one, or relatively strai~htf~rward 

one is that the numbers that I mentioned to you were 

for all cause -- 1% sorry, for cv33 and for all cause 

mortality. For those endpoints, we would be able to 

detect a difference of 1% For al1 CZ%USt% 

hospitalizatims, 57. 

Now 8 the answer to the double du 

technique, or double blinding, et cetera, gets to the 

heart of what are we really trying to measure in this 

sort of a trial? Xs it a trial that is geared toward 

seeing what will. happen in terms of the eff;ectiveness 

of the drug when used in as close as we cm. home to 

the actual clinical. practice3 Or are we trying to 

Learn sart af a step removed, more the~~~t~~a~ 

questions about what the drug cou3.d do but may not 

necessarily do when applied to people who really will, 

get the drug In a more normitZ c inical practice 

setting? 

At this time, our thinking is that what is 
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needed more is to find aut what anti-obesity drugs can 

mafly do when they're used by practicing physicians 

in as close a setting to the real life situation as 

possible. Therefore, our priority is to do this ixr an 

open label randomized, but not double dummy type of 

situations that would markedly restrict the real life 

extrapability of the results, But obviously, those 

are the sorts of issues that need to be honed in and 

further defined and thought through befare coming up 

with a final study design. 

CHBIW BQNE : Thank yau. 

Dr. Kreisberg? 

DR. KREISBERG: well, me of my testings 

is quite similar to John's. I wonder, can you tell me 

how many morbid and mortal events that you wound 

project for a two year study with a ~~~u~ati~~ of the 

size that you~e cafculated, so I can have a frame of 

reference to some of the other large tudies that look 

at similar endpoints? 

It seems to me that you're going to have 

to have: a relatively large event rate in order ta do 

this. I wonder if you really know what the event rat@ 

is going to be? 

DR. SPIGEm: Yes * fvn nut sure I can 

pull the slides out right now, so I can get them to 
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you after the break. The numers are calculated 

primarily from the Nurses Wealth Study which we felt 

was a comparable population in terms of expecte 

events. I will pull those out and get them for you. 

CHAIW BONE : Other guestisns or 

comments before we recess? 

Dr. Illingsworth? 

DR. ~~~~NG~~~RT~: One question concerns 

the need for adequat=e follow-up. In looking at t 

data that% been presented this morning, I'm strut 

the lack of knowledge about what's ha 

patients who drop out. 1 thixlk you ahauld look at, 

say t the 45 trial as the gold standard far clinical 

trials where everyone is identified. I compel yau to 

do this with this kind of trial, tam 5u far, the 

data that's presented from the clinical ata shows . 
that to be lacking in my view. 

DR. ~~~G~~~: Yes, no question. That is 

a sine qua non of the propssed trial. &xd again, with 

help from Dr. Stadel and some advice, death shsuld be 

100 percent virtually attainable through the various 

techniques that are available t:o detect death. 

Telephone follaw-ups are made independent 

of whether the patient stays OR drug cm dues nut 

throughout the whole projected two year period of 
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time. So, follow-up fs intended to 

status on or off drug. We are optimistic that wit 

that sort of plan, we can get as clase as possible to 

full follow-up. But that is clearly the intent of 

doing this study. 

CKAIW BQNE: Thank you. 

I will reassure people that the generous 

allowance for Committee discussion nd question time 

in the afternoon wiXl allow us to finish in a timely 

manner because we accomplished much of that, 

obviously, in the course of following along with the 

presentation. 

Xt:'s now 12:03. We, X think, should 

to reassemble here at X2:45. 

Is there a probhm with that? NQ? kay - 

Whereupon, the meeting was recessed at 

12~03 p.m., to recunvene at 12~45 p.m., this ame? 

day.) 
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a243 p.m. 

CHAIW BONE: Will everyone please take 

their seats? 

The meeting will be in order. 

order of business is the presentations by the Food and 

Drug Adm~nistxation, The first FDA presentation wilZ 

be presented by -- let me see, is Dr. Troen 

make an introduction? 

DR. REEIX: Attention to C~~itt~@ rn~~~~s 

who are sitting at the table. X want to calX your 

attention to in your folder, there is the 1997 

schedule and the remainder of the 1996 schedule. I 

want to call your attention to the fact that the 

meeting that we had scheduled on MoveMex 8th has been 

postponed to November 22nd. In other words, no 

meeting on November 8th, but there will be one CXI 

NovemJber ifand, then again in I)ecember, and then r~xt 

year. Z'hose are aff firm issues includixlg the first 

one in February. 

Cafe Burn: I"m sorry. There"8 ORE 

person we932 waiting far. 

The introducX:ion to the Agency 

presentation will be given by Dr, Glorjla ~r~~nd~e. 

We‘11 please be in order for that* She'll be EoZbwed 
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by ftrs, Eric Calman, Bruce stadel., 

Dr. TroendZe is k~ndlyd~~trib~ting copies 

of the current draft guidance ocument while this 

Committee considered and discussed with the Agency 

last year. Mast af the members of the Committee 

participated in that discussion, althougfi we do have 

one or two new members. 

Thank YOU, Dr. Troendle for that. 

Obviously, for persans w o are interested 

in obtaining copies af the draft guidance d~curne~t~ 

they can be obtained from the Agent 

If we cEtn turn off Dr. Colman's slides 

please, we will be able to look at Dr. raendle@s 

overheads. Okay. 

Dr. Troendle? 

DR. ~~~E~~~: Hi. A recently updated 

version of the Guidaxlce for the Clinical ~v~luat~~~ of 

Weight Control Drugs has been provide for the 

information of the Committee. The guidance was 

reviewed by this Committee and recommendations far t 

CommAttee were incarporated into it, It requires some 

rewritfng from time-to-time principally to clarify 

issues about which we get questiana. 

The recent revisions were to e-mure that 

the guidance does not suggest that it cansists of 
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rfxphm2nts for drug approval. It is only our 

current thinking and is suggestions. I believe that 

the basic points remain as they were Qriginally 

written and subsequently modified by this Committee. 

The important points are as follows, subject to 

modification for special situations. 

03 The population study should be 

representative of the target popul tion for weight 

cantrol drugs and usually meet a def~~it~~n of 

moderate to Severe obesity. 

(21 Trials should be of a size an 

duration to allow an assessment of the ~~~g~t~~ 

benefits and risks af drug use because an indication 

for long-term use fs usually desired, Double blind, 

randomized dose-finding and efficacy studies are 

generally needed to identify the optfmum dose an 

establish efficacy. It is particulasly i~~rta~t t,a 

establish the lowest effective dose when the drug will 

be used in an otherwise relatively healthy p~~ulati~~ 

such he is true af many obese patienrt;s. 

(3) Weight loss or maintenance af weight 

loss shauld usualLy be the primary endpoint as 

recomended by this Cammittee. The study of other 

endpoints may lead to meaningful indicatians in 

addition t:o weight control. Such endpoints might be 

NEAL R. GRQSS 
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the prevention of or improvement in diabetes, 

hypertension, osteoarthritis or sleep apnea. 

Improvement in quality of life or in physical 

performance on, say, walking or stair climbing may bt; 

a desirable endpoint. Measurement of obesity 

associated cardiovascular risk factors: 

pressure and glucose tolerance can readily 

may have a pface in determining the balance of benefit 

versus risk for the drug. If one or more of these 

factors deteriorates or is not improved, the risk 

associated with this deviation must be considered in 

making a benefit to risk decision for the 

(4,) At least two weight loss outcomes are 

possible. First, a demonstration that the mean drug 

effect is significantly greater than the mean placebo 

effect, and that the mean drug associated weight lass; 
. 

exceeds the mean placebo weight loss by at least five 

percent. The second one, demmstratian that the 

proportion of drug treated patients wha lose at least 

five percent of their initial QdY weight is 

significantly greater t the percentage of placebo 

patients who lose at least five percent of their 

initial body weight. 

The sec~ndefficacyde~~nstrati~~~yhe~p 

to identify efficacy of drugs that are effective in 
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only a portion of obese patients an it reflects cur 

expetctatian that obesity my be a disease of diverse 

etiologies SO that a given drug benefits only subjects 

with a pasticular abnomtality. the efficacy of 

any drug is established, benefits of the drug are 

compared to risks. Depending on the indication that 

is sought, several roots are possible for establishing 

efficacy of a drug that is broadly intended for weight 

control but all decisions ultimately come down to 

whether the population has been identified in when 

benefits outweigh risks. 

And that#s all I'm going to say about the 

guidelines. Those are just a few of the points. 2" 

rest of the presentation will be -de by Dr. ric 

Colman on the medical aspects, then Dr. Bruce ~t~d~~ 

on the epidemiologic aspGets. 

CHAIRMAN EKWE f Dr. Colman? 

Thank you, Dr. Traendle. 

Were there questions from members of t 

Committee concerning Dr. TroendleiQ ~res~ntati~~? 

Dr. Marcus appears to have a question. 

DR. MRRCUS: I would just like ta submit 

that I think a stranger statement about ethnic 

diversity should be inserted. You can not get an NIH 

grant involving a human study. You can not even, in 
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theory, get a clinical trial through an institutional 

review board now without paying attention to that 

issue. x mean, X fully understand that the studies 

we're hearing today came out priar to t 

guideline. Btrt I think fur the future, it would be 

very important particularly for a disease like obesity 

where, clearly, any drug action t at we take aver the 

next few months an this drug are gaing to be applied 

to Hispanic and Black populations -- that is, 

populations who are said uniquely to have a pre- 

disposition towards it. f think we need to have 

adequate data in those ethnic groups for sure. 

DR. TR~E~~~: Right. Yes, we do rn~~t~~~ 

a couple of times in the guidance that rni~~ri~~~s~ 

Blacks and Hispanics in particular, and both les and 

females should be studied. But we put it very mi~dly~ 

it is desirable to have that. 

DR. MARCUS: 1 am requesting that you 

it a more stringent -- 

DR. TRUErnLE: So that it's required. 

~1~3~~: Than35 you. 

tile there specific questions related to 

today's discussion from Dr. Troendle? No3 

Thank you. 

Dr. Colman? 
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DR. CULW : Good fternoon. Y 
discussion is going to focus on two main topics. The 

first is efficacy. I'm going to briefly discuss the 

results from the one year pivotal study, SB 1047. J: 

will not comment on the second primary or pivotal 

study, BP 852. You heard the results fram the 

sponsor earlier today. I'd like tz, spend the bufk af 

my time discussing aspects of the risk~b~n~fit 

analysis and in particular, the effects of the drug on 

blood pressure and lipid levels and spend a little bit 

of time discussing two studies that looked 

effects of the drug in patients with Type 11 diabetes. 

As for efficacy, once again, SB I 

a one year study. It involved 485 These 

patients were randomfzed to one of three arms, either 

10 or 3.5 milligrams a day of sibutramine or to 

placebo. The baseline characteristics of the thr 

groups were well matched. The mean age was 42 years. 

They were primarily female and near y all Caucasian 

and the mean V'MX was 33 kilograms per meter squared. 

This next slide illustrates the percent 

weight lores from baseline for subjects who completed 

the one year study. Just to give you an idea af how 

many people completed tile study, roughly 50 percent clif 

the placebo patients and 50 percent of the ten 
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milligram patients coqleted the one year study. 

Fifty-nine percent of the subjects ira the %ts milligram 

group completed the one year study. 

As you can see, there was significantly 

more -- or greater weight loss in the two drug treated 

groups versus placebo. At month 12, the differences 

between these two groups versus placebo was 

statistically significant. However, it's interesting 

to note that at month 1.2, there were no significant 

differences in weight loss between these two groups, 

Now # in addition to looking at percent 

weight loss as a gauge of efficacy, one can look at 

the number of individuals who lose at least five 

percent of baseline weight. This has been called t 

responder analysis, or five percent ~~s~~nde~ 

analysis. The next slide illustrates these data. As 

you can see, 20 percent of placebo patients lost at 

Xeast five percent of initial body weight, Thirty~ 

nine percent of the subjects in the ten milligram 

group lost at least five percent of body weight, and 

5'7 percent of subjects in the 15 milligram group met 

that criteria. Again, the two drug treated gruups, 

one compared to placebo, was statistically 

significantly different. 

Thus, to quickly summarize the efficacy 
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fnml this one year study, jects who cu~leted 

the one year study, the 15 milligram dose resulted in 

a percent weight loss that was five percent greater 

than placebo. Regarding the responder analysis, 

camparedto placebo, a significantly larger art ion 

of subjects who took 10 or" 3.5 m~l~i~rarns a day of 

sibutramine lost at least five percent of initial body 

weight. 

NQW, at this pointi 193 like to move from 

efficacy and discuss risk/benefit. i?e~e heard this 

morning some talk about blood pressure. I think this 

is the critical component with sibutramrine. I"11 

spend a fair amount of time discussin blood pressure * 

1811 also discuss some aspects of lipids -- again, two 

studies that baked at the effects of the drug in 

patients with Type XX diabetes. . 
There32 a mssfve amount of data in this 

NDA regarding blood pressure and innumerable number of 

ways ta look at blood pressure data, When I was 

looking at the data, I thought three questions would 

8 reasonable to keep in mind and try to answer. The 

first question is does sibutradne increase mean blood 

pressure? The secund question, dues sibutsamine lead 

to large increases in blood pressure in a subset of 

patients? the third question was, daes s~~utrami~~ 
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alter the 24 hour diurnal variation in bloo ressure? 

Now, as far as the first ~~st~~n is 

concerned, the sponsor has stated sibutram~~e oes 

increase mean systolic and diastolic b~~~d~~essu~~ by 

approximately two to three millimeters of rn~~~~ry 

relative to placebo. Pm not going to show any data 

to support that. 1 think it's a fair assessment and 

Z will simply leave this question here. 

The secondquestion, does sibutrami~~ lead 

to large increases in blood pressure in a subset af 

patients? That's a little more difficult ~est~~~ to 

answer, however, this slide represents data from a.U 

placebo controlled studies with patients who had 

uncomplicated obesity. Again, this involves all d 

of sibutramine. What is shown is the n 

patients who had an increabse in resting blood 

that was at least 30 percent greater than their 

baseline measurement at some point during treatment. 

rf we laok at systolic blood pressure, 

percent sibutramine treatedpatients ad a significant 

increase in blood pressure at some point during 

treatment. This is in contrast to unly 2*5 of 

patients. Again, with diastolic blood pressure, 7.4 

percent of patients on sibutramine had a significant 

increase from baseline in their blood pressure at some 
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point during treatment. Again, this is fn contrast to 

only 1.9 percent of placebo patients, These values 

indicate that these differences are ~nl~ke~yt~ be due 

to chance. 

Naw 1 the next slide may be difficult to 

read, but I think it's an important slide. If11 walk 

you through it. These are data from the one year 

study, SB 1047 that 3c reviewed a minute ago. Again I 

recall that these subjects were on either 10 or 15 

milligrams a day of sgbutramine or placebo. This is 

a scatter plot of month I2 data. These are actual 

data points at the last month af the study. Wean is 

shown along the U-axis is a change in body w~~~~t in 

kilograms. This represents a reduction from baseline 

body weight. Along the X-axis is the change in 

systolic blood pressure from baseline. Again, this 

direction is an increase from bas&Line and this is pi 

reduction from baseline. 

NQW, the placebo subjects -- hard to ma 

out # are shown by crosse@ here. The stars re 

sibutratine treated patients. 

CrnIW BONE : We@re going to as for a 

budget increase so we C~XB have a color slide next 

time. 
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I'm going to direct your attention just to this 

quadrant. It's a little easier. Peoiple who fell into 

this quadrant lost at least five kilograms of body 

weight or mare. Yet, at the same time, they had an 

increase in systolic blaad pressure of greater t 

ten millimeters. Now f Qnce againl I'll test your 

visual acuity. There"s only one placebo subject in 

this quadrant. This individual represents roughly 2.4 

percent of all placebo patients on t e graph. The 213 

or so sibutramine patients represent 12 percent of al.1 

sibutramine subjects on this graph. Xf you want tu be 

statistically proper -- we did do statistics -- 

comparing 12 percent versus X.4 was stat~st~~a~~y 

significant. P equaled .OOC 

Now, this was a concern to me. These are 

individuals who have gone through a year of treatment 

on 10 or 15 milligrams. They've had a s~g~if~ca~t 

reduction in weight, anywhere from five kilograms a11 

the way up to over 20. Yet, at the same time, they've 

had substantial increases from basefine in systc~lic 

blood pressure, 20 millimeters here, 25, et cetera. 

Again, these represent aiqle ~~asurem~n~s~ but this 

is somewhat worrPsome. A clinical question is can you 

effectively and easily and early-on in treatment 

screen these individuals out so that you dun't expose 
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someone to potentially a year of blaod psessures in 

this range? But 3 think these data, the 

previous slide, suggests that there is a subgroup of 

patients who have a substantial increase in blood 

pressure and that is af concern. 

Now 8 back to our favorite study. The 

third question I asked was does sibutramine affect the 

dimmal. variation in blood pressure? This western 

may be answered, to some extent, in this study BPI: 

855. This was a small study. It was eight weeks. 

involved 20 patients with a history of hypertension 

and they were controlled on a single, anti- 

hypertensive. Most were on a diuretic. Half the 

subjects received 20 milligrams a day of sib~tr~mine~ 

half received placebos. In addition to having a 

manually measured or cuffed measure blood pressure, 

they had 24 hour ambulatorybknd pressure rn~~~t~r~~g~ 

I should also mention that part of the 

protocol specified that weight loss be ~~irni~ed. 

They actually had dietfcians instructfng the patients 

to eat enough so that the weight lass was 

The idea behind that was to try to isolate the effect 

of the drug and not have? the confounding effect 

weight loss. 

Sow, again, we heard this earlier- Aside 
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from the difference in the gender 

two groups were fairly well matched to baseline. The 

mean age was 50 years. Half the subjects were 

African-American. This was a bit different from t 

standard studies welve heard about. It id not 

include this number of African-Americans. As far as 

weight loss, this slide illustrates a change in body 

weight from baseline to week eight. 

specified in the protocol, there was a small amount of 

weight I.c~ss in the sibutramine group. This was not 

statistically significantly different from placebo. 

NOW # this slide represents the b~se~~n~ 

values, or day zero values rior to drug 

administration far 24 hour ambulatory diastolic blood 

pressure. At this point, let me explain how these 

numbers were derived. From the hours of &Ml a.m. to 
t 

1O:OQ p.m., during the daytime blood pressure was 

taken every 15 minutes. From the hours of IO:00 pm+ 

to 6:OO a.m., the nocturnal readings, a pressure was 

taken every 30 nixUx53. From those values, hourly 

means were calculated and then a single mean was 

calculated for the daytime value and a single value 

for the nocturnal time pericxL What you can see here 

is that both groups at baseline, prior to drug 

administration, had the expected nocturnal reduction 
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in blood pressure: 86 to 80, 84 to 73. Again, you 

could argue that these two groups weren't itched 

ideally and statistically that it wasn't significant. 

But again, these were not perfectly matched. 

Now, following this procedure they were 

randomized to drug or placebo and the patients had 

repeat ambulatory measurements on day three and at the 

end of week four and the end of week eight. Ifd like 

to show you the results on the next slide. Agatha 

these represent the mean change from baseline in 

ambulatory diastolic blood pressure. 

I/d like to direct your attention to the 

nocturnal readings in yellow. You can see as early 

day three, the placebo group had a reduction fr 

baseline in nocturnal blood pressure, 

sibutramine group had an *increase of one rnil~imet~~. 

This was signiffcant. This pattern be~~rn~s murk 

exaggerated as time goes on. At week four, the 

placebo group has a 12 millimeter reduction in blood 

pressure while the sibutramine group has a four 

mCLimetsr increase from baseline. Again, 

significant. The same pattern was seen at week eight. 

Now 1 this overall pattern was mimicked 

with mean arterial pressure. It was not seen with 

systcrlic blood pressure. And as 
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menlimed, the ~nually measured blood pressures or 

t:h@ cuffed blood pressures were not s~g~if~~a~t~y 

different between the two groups. SO, there was a 

discrepancy, 

Conclusions from this study: 24 hour 

a7inbzllatory blood pressure monitoring indicated 

clinically significant increases in blood pressure 

associated with the use of 20 milligrams a day sf 

sibutramine co ared to placebo, In addit~~~~ 

sibutramine eliminated the expected nocturnal 

reduction in Sfaod pressure. In some sense, it 

reversed it. 

So, if I were to summarize the effects of 

sibutranine on blood pressure, I would say that 

sibutramine increases mean systolic and diastolic 

blood pressure by two to three millimeters nzlative to 

placebo. 1 think we al.1 agree on that. f"ve show 

some data that indicates sibutramine does, 

induce large increasc;s in blaad pressure in a suIbset 

of patients. This is warrisonze. We need tcl be able 

to screen it=hese people adequately to 1ower their risk 

The final study suggests that si~~t~a~~~ may 

eliminate the expected nocturnal reduction in blood 

pressure. Again, wewe heard about the problems with 

the technology and so forth. It was a small study and 
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I certainly agree that you can not make any definitive 

comments about this but it does raise some questians. 

NOW, at this point, ike to move on to 

lipids. There were a lot of studies in this MIA that 

measured lipids, however, they wiere not primary or 

secondary or even tertiary objectives. There was only 

one study, one study that had as its primary 

objective, to measure lipid hi?V@lS f~~~~w~~g 

s~b~t~a~i~e treatment in atients with 

hyperchoZesterolemia. This is important to keep in 

mind. This is the only study that was ~~~s~~cti~~ly 

designed to look at lipids. 

I'm going to review this study. This was 

a 16 week study canductczd in Spain. It invo3,ved 1 

patients. Half the patients received ten mi~l~~~~rns 

a day of sibutramine and half received pJ.aceba, T 

entry criteria included a total cholesterol of 2~~ to 

300 and/or a TG level of 200 ta 400. Now again, both 

groups were well matched for baseline characteristics. 

The mean age was 46. They were primarily female, all 

Caucasian, They were quite heavy -- mean EMS was 35 

kilogram per meter squared. This next slide 

iUustrates the baseline lipid levels. This 

demonstrates that, indeed, the twa groups had 

comparable baseline lipid values. They might 
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considered to have mild to msd;errate 

hypercholesterofemia. 

Naw # as far as weight fass, this slide 

illustrates the change from baseline to week 16. As 

you can see, there was an impressive weight lass in 

the sibutramine group. A mean weight loss of over 

eight kilograms or nearly 18 pounds. The placebo 

group lost %7 kilograms. The difference 

two was statistically significant. 

Mow did this weight loss translate into 

lipid effects? This slide illustrates the rne~~ 

changes in lipids, mean va1ues with standard 

deviations in parentheses- Again, despite greater 

weight loss in the sibutramfne treated patients, t 

were no significant differences between any of the 

lipid parametexs. It's afso interesting to note that 

despite a mean weight loss of nearly 18 pounds, the 

mean WDL level didn't budge. 

In corxclusion from this study, despite 

greater weight ZUSS, obese h~er~~~l~ster~~~rnic 

patients treated with 10 miIligrams a day af 

sihutradne had no significant ~~r~veme~ts in lipid 

levels when empared t:o subjects treatedwithplaceba. 

NOW, again, the lipid question has become 

somewhat cloudy. I mentioned that a lot of studies in 
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the NDA had measured lipids. They werewt primary QT 

secondary objectives of tile study. Some post hat 

analyses have been done. here on the left 

side, the studies in which a favorable or s~g~ifi~a~t 

improvement in lipids were nated in the sib~t~arn~~~ 

group. On this side, there are tudies where no 

significant improvement was noted, Again, these 

studies are very heterogenous. They range a~~h~r~ 

from eight to 12 weeks up to one year. Some have 

multiple doses. Some were done in the US. Sane were 

done in the UK. One was done in Spain. Itz"s 

difficult to make a general conefussian from thr; 

variety of data. 

In any event, the two largest studies, the 

two primary or pivotal studies, 8PI 852 and SB 1047 -1 

3: think it's ikqxxtant to show you the actual lipid 

data from these two studies, Again, this was a six 

month dose ranging study. This shows the mean percent 

change from baseline to month six in mean lipid 

paramters. NOW, the sponsor has mentioned they are 

going ta drop the 30 milligram dose. tshen you do 

that, you see som sporadfc ~~~~vern~~ts 

the Lipid parameters, primarily triglyceride. YOU 

don't see a dose response here- There was a dose 

respanse wfth body weight, but there doesWt appear to 
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be a dose response with lipids. Xt"s also interesting 

to not@ that LDL, numerically it looked as though the 

drug was beneficial. But statistically, nothing 

showed up for LDL. 

Now f turning to SB 1047, again, this was 

a year long study. This study only measured total. 

cholesterol In TG. HI?rL and LDL were not measured. 

It% interesting to note that in this study, tatal 

cholesterol actually increased from baseline in all. 

three groups. TG was reduced in afl three grou 

None of these differences were statistically 

significant. 

Now we heard the sponsor present a met=a- 

analysis of the lipid data. Unfortunately, I can't 

comment on that meta-analysis si ly because no 

details oE that study h&e been submitted to the 

Agency for review. So, 3: am left reviewing the 

in the MIA. Simply my canclusion from looking at t 

data is the data are inconsistent regarding lipids. 

I think I've shown that. 

Now, finally, Pd like to finish up with 

a brief dfscussian of two studies that studied the 

effect of sibutrramine in patients with Nan-insular 

dependent diabetes. 

This was a small study, a pilot study. I: 
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guess we didnIt hear about this study. This is a 13 

week study- It involved 18 obese patients with Type 

XT diabetes. It had somewhat of an int@r~sting study 

design. For the first four days, 12 patients were 

randomized to 30 milligrams a day of sibutramine and 

then placed on 20 milfigrams a day for the remaining 

12 weeks. Six patients were on place Q far the entire 

13 weeks, Now, aside from the placebo group having a 

higher fasting c-peptide level -- which was 40 

nanograms per ml versus 24 in the sibutramine group -- 

both groups were fairly well matched for baseli 

characteristics. 

To save time, Ifrn just going to s 

the results of the study in one slide- This shows the 

mean change from baseline in body weight, hern~g~~b~~ 

AX, fasting glucose, and the two hour glucase 

concentration after an all glucose tolerance test. 

There was a modest mean reduction in body weight in 

the sibutratins group. This was not ~ignifi~a~tl 

different from the placebo weight loss. As you can 

see8 there were no significant improvements in any of 

the metabolic parameters. Not only were t 

differences nut significant when compared to placebo, 

but within group cmparfsons, were also non - 

significant. 
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Now, the larger study was a 12 week study. 

It invoWed 91 patients. Half were randomized to 15 

milligrams a day on sibutramine, half to placebo. 

Again, these groups were fairly well matched to 

baseline. In the interest of time, r'lZ. show ysu the 

results. Again, this shows the mean change from 

baseline to the end of the study in body weight, 

hemoglobin AX, fasting glucose. This represents t 

change in the glucose area under the curve f~~~~wi~g 

a test meal. The test meal was a standard breakfast, 

520 kcals. This is the change in fasting insulin and 

the change in the insulin area under the bud@ 

following a test meal. Once again, there's a modest 

reduction in body weight in the si utramine grg>u 

this case, it was statistically significant. Yet 

again, there were no significant i~r~vements in any 

of the measures of glycemic control. 

To conclude, the treatment of 

diabetic patients with sibutramine had minimal effect 

on body weight and na significant effect on glycem~c 

central', 

As an overall summary, 1 have two slides 

to conclude with. Regarding efficacy, the five 

percent respender analysis: compared to placebo, a 

significantly larger proportion of subjects who took 
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five thraugh 30 mi.Uigrams a day of sibutram~ne lost 

at least five percent af initial. ody weight. xn 

general, th@r@'s consistent evidence that ~ib~t~ami~e 

has a pressor: effect. More iwortantly, it appears 

that this pressor effect is independent of the change 

in body weight. Also, in general, there"s a lack of 

consistent evidence that sibutramine improves lipid 

Levels. Finally, there's no evidence that sibutra~i~~ 

significantly improved glycemic contrcsl on patients 

with Type XX diabetes. 

Thank you. 

CmIRMAN BONE: Thank you, Ix* Colman. 

Are there any questions now from the 

Committee to Dr. Colman concerning his presentation? 

Dr. New? 

Dr. Colman, how da you know that 

in the illegible graph that had the quadrants *- 

did you know that in the; right lower quadrant, those 

who had Lost weight but yet were hypertensive, how did 

ys=ru know that they were different individuals? 

DR* COLMAN : How dfd 1 know they were 

different individuals? 

DR. NBW: HOW do you know they weren't the 

same person? Mnce you safd they are single bfoad 

pressure .measurements, how do you know tfrat they're 

NEAL R. GROSS 
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different people? 

Em* COLIQAN: Because it only represented 

~~@ people -- 

DR. NEW: Once? 

DR. COLM: -- once, yes. 

DR. NEW: In other wurds, the data as 

submitted was by individual? 

DR. COL!+4KBk Yes. There was a plot far 

each individual, the change in t eir body weight 

versus the clzange in their blood pressure. They came 

out as one point. 

DR. NEW: Sa, what point did you select to 

plot? 

DR. CQLMANI: Well, we took the arbitrary 

-- we made two measurements. We said if someune 3,ost 

five kilograms of body weight, we consider that a 

reasonable amount bf weight. We decided that ten 

miflimeters of blood pressure WJiS significant 

clinically, and that's how we came up with that 

qvadrant. Simply to illustrate that there appears to 

be a sufsset of patients WMII Lose weight on the drug, 

yet have a sti~ttantial increase in bloiod pressure.. 

DR. Nml: BUM supposing X asked you what 

was the bload pressure of those who lost significant 

amounts of weight at night? Because there is an. 
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adulatory record which yau showed. 

DR. COLi%AN: Yes. 

DR. NEW: so, could yau have platted a 

different lxxx of the day? Because these are single 

individual blood pressure measurements. How about if 

you platted the mean blood pressure for those people? 

DR. CQLMAN: Well, we could ask the 

company to do ambulatory bload pressure ~~nit~~~~g in 

1,000 patients, but XI don't think tfiey'd probably ga 

far that. 

DR. NEW: Okay. Could you have given me 

a mean blood pressure of those patients in that right 

lower quadrant? 

DR. AILS: A mean blood pressure? 

DR. NEW: Rather than an individual blood 

pressure. % 

DR. COLMAN : A mean of over what time 

period? 

DR. NEW: Twenty days. 

DR. COLMAN: Oh, I'm sure we could da al 

those thixags. I don't have the data set to do it, 

And again, my paint wa8 ta show that there clearly is 

a subset of patients who lose a subistantfal amount of 

weight, yet at that time point, they had an increase 

in blood pressure. 
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DR. NEW: md what confidence have YQU 

that that time point represents the blood pressure of 

that person, in general, on this drug? 

DR. COLMAN: Well, also, the point is that 

there was only one placebo patient in that iitdrant 

and there were 20 or so sibutramine, So, there's an 

issue of comparing graups. 

CHAIRMAN BONE: Those were the endpoint 

changes in blood pressure and endpoint changes irz 

weight, is that correct? 

DR. COLMAN: Not endpoint, over rn~~t~ 12, 

Cafe BOIJE: Pm sorry. 

DR. COLMAN: Endpoint, would -- 

CmXRMAN SQNE : So, it was only for 

campleters? 

DR. COLMAN: Right. 

~~~ BONE: so, o I understand 

correctly for the benefit of everyone, that that 

analysis was performed on subjects who completed the 

full 12 weeks -- 

DR. COLMAN: Months. 

~~~ BONE:: Trwelve months, z "Irk sorry. 

Pardon me, 12 months. Excuse me l Contpleted the full 

12 manths, graphing the change between baseline and X2 

months in body weight and the change between the 
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baseline measurement and the 22 month visit 

measurement in blood pressure? 

DR, NEW: So, it was the 12 rn~~t~ visit? 

CIGUXMAN BONE : Yes l  

DR. S~~RW~N~ But what% important is it 

doem' t include those people who were w~~~~~a~ 

because af hypertension. Is that correct? 

DR. COLMM& Very few people were 

withdrawn Erarr. that study for hypertension is my 

belief. 

DR. SWERWXN: Okay. Do you have t 

numbers on that? 

DR. CQLMAN: I don't. The sponsor might 

want to address that. 

~~~~ BONE : Perhaps somebody can 

checking that unless they have an immediate answer. 

DR. SPIGELMAN: Well, the incidence -+ 

that was ane of the protocols in Dr. Seaton's curve in 

which there was no mandatory discontinuation. The 

d~s~~~ti~~ati~~ in that whole population, as X 

remember it 8 was in the order of about .5 p6zxent, 

much less than one percent, Sa, I cangt tell you for 

that one study specifically. 

Okay, nobody was withdrawn far fiigh blood 

pressure in that study. 
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~~1~ BONE : Thank you very much, 

1 believe Dr. Flack and then Dr. Kreisberg 

have lquestions. 

DR. FLACK : I think another imprtant 

point about that right lower quadrant is that those 

were people who had unfavorable blacrd pressure changes 

and lost a fair amount of weight I but it really 

underestimates what happens in reality because 

everybody is not going to lose a fair amount of 

weight. That's really sort of taking the paradoxical 

smaller group and putting it together which is, I 

think, what that slide is showing. 

~~1~ BONE: Dr. Kreisberg? 

DR. KREISBERG: well, that was, I thin 

my point as well. I would be interested in 

the right upper quadrant because those are people who 

had blood pressure that went up but didn't lose 

weight. That looked to be a pretty heavy adrant as 

well, is that nat right? 

DR. COW: Right, yes. 

DR. KREISBERG: So, these are people that 

were maintained QTI the study far the 1.2 months and 

actually were not getting any benefit Eram weight 

reduction but were presumably derfving some 

detrimental effect from an incxease in their blaod 
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pressure? 

acre BONE: Dr. Crftchlow? 

.DR* CRSTCHLOW: Do you know if blood 

pressure tended to increase right away and plateau, QT 

did it steadily go up among those whose bl~~d~r~ssu~e 

increased? * 

DR. COLMAN: Specifi~all with this data, 

r don't know. My impression from the A is that -- 

well, first of all, I don't think the blood pressure 

has been well characterized as far as questions Xi 

this. In general, Pve seen statements fram the 

such as the peak blood pressure effect may nut be seen 

for six to eigknt weeks. At that point, it may 

plateau. 

acre BQNE : Other estians or 

comments? 
. 

Dr. Sherwin? 

DR. S~~R~~~: I just want to get it 

straight in terms af the right upper quadrant. I: 

couldn't see -- you didn't point out stars and -- 

DR. COLMAN: IT0 yau want to go ack ta 

that? 

DR. SHERWIN: Well, in other words, stars 

versus whatever they were8 crosses? 

DR. COLMAN : I don't know what number 

NEAL R. GROSS 
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slide that is. 

DR t SHERWIN: Because it looked like both 

groups were in that quadrant. I just don't know -- 

DR. C!QLM$SN: Keep in mind, again, anot2-rer 

way to look at this is to look just simply at who 

increased, who decreased from zero, You know, the 

zero here and then zero here, We thought it was rno~~ 

clinically relevant to pick a point where peuple would 

be attracted to the drug because they did lose at 

least five kilograms. That's over ten pounds. Then 

we arbitrarily chose ten mfllimeters as saying this is 

significant. Sume people may argue this is not 

significant. And again, it's only a ~i~gle 

measurement. 

The point is, there's only one placebo 

patient here and there -are roughly 20. uite a 

difference en the proportion. But yuu're right, 

people are scattered all over the place. Again, t 

gets back to the point that there doesnft appear to be 

a correlation between the change &n body weight and 

the change in blood pressure. 

DR. SHERWIN : Were these evenly divided 

groups? 1 can't tell from this. There were more 

people on drug originally? 

DR. C.0~: Well, yes, there were -- 
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DR. SIZERWIN: YOU don't want to skew it 

toa mu&. 

There were roughly 266 

sibutramine patients who completed and approximately 

72 placebo. But again, if you look at the proportion, 

it was significantly different. 

acre BONE: Thank you. 

Dr. Colman, one of the estions I asked 

earlier based on some of the tables that were 

for us had to do with what the estimated ~g~it~d~ of 

this increase in blood pressure might be for patients 

on doses that are likely to be clinically effective. 

You said that, particularly with regard to the stu 

1047, you thought the estimate of two to three 

millimeters was a realistic estimate. That does fit 

with the -- 1 think it's the 25 milligram dose in that 

study. 

DR. CUI;MAN: Yes l 

~1~ BONE: But looking at the other 

large study 582 -- I mentioned earIi,er that looking at 

the table, it looked as though to me, the ~~~t~d~ of 

the increase in blood pressure was somewhat greater 

for those doses that were likely to be ~~i~~cally 

effective. 

DR. COLMAN: Right. 

NEAL Ft. GROSS 



cmn?,hfAN BONE : Arrd it seemed ta be higher 

yet if anything with chronic e!xpcrsur -.e which gets to 

this questicm about acuity of the effect, Was your 

~~~e~t absut the two to three mi1Zimeter estimate 

pertinent only to the 1047 study or to taking all the 

data together? 

Km* COLW: That is an overaH. estimte 

taking al3 the data altogether. 

~~~~ BONE : Are ycm ~~nf~~i~g t=bat 03 

the doses of IO, 15, and 20 milligrams, or %a what 

extent is that ilrfluenced by the one and five 

milligram doses? 

DR. COLMAN: No, and again -- yes, againF 

this would prot=lably be better addressed by the sponsor 

because the sponsar has -- actually, that's a quote 

from the spansor and I tended to a 

don't know all the specifics of it and they might be 

able t:o better address that:, 

mxm BONE: well, all right c leave 

heard the spmscws description, so 1 guess we're just 

agreeing with it, or not disputing it. 

Are there any additfonal questions ar 

mmmmts cancernfng Dr. Colman% presentation from the 

Committee? 

Thank yau, Dr, Colman. 
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I guess the next speaker will be or. ~rucr; 

Stadel. 

3x. STrnEL : I got drawxh into this in 

early August because some of the iscussions a 

possible effects of blood pressure were brought 

forward in the farms of epidemiologic models and I was 

asked to look at those. Then this has pragressed. 

So, I tried to put together some of the infor tion an 

the big picture af where we are with appetite 

suppcessive drugs because I think it does have same 

relevance to some of the issues for this drug in 
f 

particular. 

These figures are fram 3MS America which 

is a database used by industry and y the Agency for 

measuring drug use nationally. The left--hand ~~~~~ 

shows numbers of prescriptions and the right-hand 

co2umx1 is a demographics co2umx1 drawn fram a file that 

asks physicians about patients they've seen and what 

drugs have been discussed and so on. 

I put up the years that X have because the 

current episode of interest in anti-suppressant drugs 

really gut its i etus in ~5192, the publication of the 

paper by Weintraub and colfeagues on long-term weight 

control NHLBX had spr>nsored. There were 62 patients 

on drug in that study. Xt was a long study, but 
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small  l  Sixty-two patients 0x1 study and 59 origi~a~~~ 

ralndamized to placebo. This was on a combined 

fenfluramine/phenteramine regimen. Nc=rW, 

1992. 

Well, you Garx see that what's 

here with the prescribing of the two drugs that are 

used in that regimen for phenteramine -- there's lots 

af brands. But it has gone from two rn~l~~~~ 

prescriptions written in 1992 to just under 10 

projected for this year on the basis of the first few 

months' return. And for EenEfuramine from 69,000 up 

to 62 million prescribed. Now, these aren"t always 

used together but I think they probably are a lot even 

though there really isn't a marketed and labeled 

regimen of that kind. But I wanted to show this 

because I think it provides same background for what's 

happening in the world of apgetdte suppressant drugs. 

Then, of course, in April of this year, the redux 

dexfenfl.uramine was approved. We anticipate -- I 

mean 3 my expectation is that it will supplant 

f@nfluramine wWch is only one brandi pondimin, and 

continue rapid growth. 

I have some personal, opinions about this 

growth and what I've beex~ able: to learn abaut the 

appetite suppressant market and that is that 1 thin 
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